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SUMMARY MEETING REPORT  
 

Marine Fisheries Advisory Committee (MAFAC)  
Columbia Basin Partnership Task Force (CBP Task Force)  

Portland, OR – September 25 & 26, 2019 
 

 

OVERVIEW 
 
The Marine Fisheries Advisory Committee (MAFAC) Columbia Basin Partnership (CBP) Task 
Force met at the Embassy Suites in Portland, Oregon, on September 25 and 26, 2019. Barry Thom, 
Regional Administrator for the West Coast Region, Michael Tehan, Assistant Regional 
Administrator for the Interior Columbia Basin, and Jennifer Lukens, Director of the Office of 
Policy and MAFAC Designated Federal Officer, represented NOAA Fisheries leadership at the 
meeting. 
 
Attendance included 27 CBP Task Force members (see Appendix A for list) representing Columbia 
River Basin (the basin) tribal and state sovereigns (including the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon, 
and Washington) and stakeholders from throughout the basin.  
 
Over the course of the meeting, CBP Task Force members discussed the following topics with each 
other and NOAA Fisheries staff:  
 

• Relationship mapping for social, cultural, economic, and ecosystem (SCE&E) considerations 

• A discussion and interactive exercise to begin building scenarios 

• A presentation about updates to the slider tool 

• Reflection on scenarios, the SCE&E exercise, and the slider 

• Updates around the region and workplan-related topics 

• Next steps for progress 
 
This report summarizes the major meeting discussions, action items, and next steps for the CBP 
Task Force.  
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DAY 1 – September 25, 2019 

 
1. Welcome, Introductions, Opening Remarks, and Proposed Agenda 

Deb Nudelman, Kearns & West, and Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries 
 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, welcomed the group and thanked them for attending and investing 
time and energy into the Task Force between meetings. He explained that the group would be doing 
two exercises related to social, cultural, economic, and ecosystem (SCE&E) considerations and 
building scenarios on Day 1, and that they would be focusing more on technical aspects of scenarios 
on Day 2. He thanked the Integration Team and the Technical Team for the work that they have 
done since the last meeting. 
 
Deb Nudelman, Kearns & West (K&W), noted that much of Day 1 of the meeting would be in 
small groups, but that there would also be report outs and large group discussion. Task Force, 
Project Team, and audience members then introduced themselves by name and affiliation.  
 
Deb walked participants through the proposed agenda and logistics, meeting materials, and asked for 
clarifying questions. The agenda topics included an interactive mapping exercise about SCE&E 
considerations facilitated by SERA Architects and a small group exercise about scenario building. 
She explained that the tables for the SCE&E exercise were set up by geographic region and that 
people could choose whichever region they preferred. She noted that she hopes Task Force 
members will be able to use these exercises to gain more clarity about the final Phase 2 work 
product. She added that the group will talk about the technical components of scenarios and the 
salmon analyzer (also known as the slider) on Day 2. She reiterated that the Project Team hopes the 
group can reflect on the learnings from the exercises and presentations to confirm the approach 
moving forward to achieve the Phase 1 goals.   
 
Deb noted that this meeting is a critical junction in the Phase 2 process. She reminded the group 
that they are halfway through the year’s work and that she hopes this meeting will be productive. 
 
Deb also reminded Task Force members of the following ground rules: 

➢ Honor the agenda to maintain a focused and productive discussion 

➢ Listen to understand each other’s perspectives 

➢ Ask: why would a reasonable person think or say that? 

➢ Strive for a balance of speaking time 

➢ Turn of cellphones and put away laptops 
 
2. Social, Cultural, Economic, and Ecosystem Considerations Mapping Exercise 

Tim Smith, Erin Reome, and Emma-Quin Smith, SERA Architects; Task Force Members 
 
Tim Smith, SERA Architects, thanked the group for coming and for allowing SERA to be a part of 
the Task Force’s work. He introduced SERA Architects, which is a firm with offices in Oregon and 
California that specializes in urban planning, design, and community facilitation. He explained that 
the group would be doing a relationship flow mapping exercise to define relationships between the 
factors in the slider and the SCE&E considerations. The exercise included a four-step process: 

1) Define relationships of impacts and SCE&E considerations for one geographic region 
2) Build upon a map of another geographic region 
3) Add arrows to the map to mark flows between impacts 
4) Group discussion and reflection 
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Tim explained the concept of relationship flow mapping as a way to think about a full system and 
determine how different components of the system relate to one another. He noted that each group 
has a geographic map as well as icons that they can use to discuss the relationships and flows of 
different considerations in all of the regions of the Columbia Basin. 
 
He added that the group’s qualitative goals from Phase 1 require them to think about the SCE&E 
components of salmon and steelhead recovery, not just biological considerations. He noted that the 
exercise is meant to push Task Force members out of their comfort zones and make them think 
about the perspectives and opinions of other people.  
 
Tim noted that the SERA team created the icons that the group will use for the relationship 
mapping based on the SCE&E exercise that the Task Force completed at the June 2019 meeting in 
Spokane, Washington. He explained that the icons are color coded to demonstrate whether a 
consideration is social, cultural, economic, or ecological, but that some of them fit into multiple 
categories (e.g. climate change). He asked Task Force members to strive to include icons of all 
colors in their maps. He told the group that they can create icons as well.  
 
Tim concluded by stating that SERA Architects will take pictures of the maps and produce them 
into a clean, graphically designed product. They will create a memo for the Task Force to use as the 
group moves forward with building scenarios. 
 
One Task Force member asked if the groups should use the maps to locate specific impacts or if the 
maps are there for inspiration. Tim answered that each group can decide how it would like to use 
the map. Some groups may prefer to create a more abstract diagram, while others may choose to use 
the map to locate impacts geographically. 
 
Debra Nudelman, K&W, added that the Integration Team did a dry run of this exercise, and they 
gave important feedback to help improve it. She reiterated that groups should adjust the icons as 
they see fit and do the exercise in a way that is useful for them.  
 
The group spent a total of one hour in steps one and two of the exercise. Then spokespeople for 
each group gave summaries of their discussion as follows: 
 
Lower Columbia/Willamette River 
Steve Manlow, Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board, spoke for the Lower Columbia/Willamette 
River group. He noted that everything is interconnected and linked. He added that one of the 
complexities of the Lower Columbia/Willamette region is that the mainstem has issues that are not 
necessarily related to tributary issues. He noted that habitat plays a large role in this geographic 
region and that harvest is not as much of a challenge as it was historically. He added that predation 
is also a large issue in the mainstem and that hatcheries have significant pros and cons. Steve Fick, 
Fishhawk Fisheries, commented that he placed a lot of icons around the mouth of the Columbia 
because it is a critical location that will be affected by various factors and SCE&E considerations.  
 
Middle Columbia River 
Kevin Scribner, Salmon Safe, spoke for the Middle Columbia River group. He noted that his group 
used the map both geographically and as a prompt for discussion. He emphasized that it took his 
group a while to identify the “first order” relationships, which are the considerations that are directly 
related to the slider factors. The group then developed second, third, and fourth order connections. 
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He noted that the group realized there was repetition between the relationships noted for each 
factor of the slider. 
 
Tim asked if the group had any points of conflict. Randy Friedlander, Colville Tribes, said there 
were no conflicts, but they did have discussions about how to interpret the icons. Jim McKenna, 
State of Oregon, added that the group had to make a decision about whether to display the 
information abstractly or geographically. They ultimately decided to do both. 
 
Upper Columbia River 
Nancy Leonard, Northwest Power and Conservation Council, spoke for the Upper Columbia River 
group. She explained that the group first tried to sort everything and quickly realized that the they 
did not want to limit themselves to the geography of the map because they would have to repeat 
relationships in many places. She noted that they chose Grand Coulee as the location around which 
they would build their relationships and decided to put salmon and steelhead in the center of the 
map. She also stated that the group had few conflicts and when they were not sure how to interpret 
a specific icon, they decided to use a broad interpretation of the term that they could all agree on.  
 
Snake River 
Rob Masonis, Trout Unlimited, spoke for the Snake River group. He noted that the Snake River is a 
complex region, but that the group did not have any conflicts. The group tried to locate the icons 
geographically as best as they could, and he explained that they had a big cluster around Lewiston, 
Idaho, which is the end of the federal dam system in the Snake River basin. He noted that the group 
identified a lot of economic activity that is associated with dams, the fishing economy, and tourism. 
He added that the blocked habitat had its own set of unique features and relationships. He also 
noted that his group relabeled the “hydro” icon as “dams” because hydropower is just one benefit 
of a dam. Rob also explained that they added some agricultural icons and utility-related icons around 
the Upper Salmon River. He noted that the second group who worked on this region added climate 
change as a factor that affects everything. 
 
Basin Wide 
Mike Edmondson, Idaho Governor’s Office, spoke for the basin wide group. He stated that his 
group did not have any conflicts and that their map had similarities to other maps. He emphasized 
that climate change affects all the considerations and that everything they discussed is 
interconnected. He noted that it was interesting to see how everything clusters in different areas on 
the map, and that the following topics and relationships stood out: harvest and habitat, a link to 
agriculture, the restoration economy, the relationship to cheap power for pumping, and then that 
relationship to agriculture. He also added that the relationship webs for harvest had more social and 
cultural ties than some of the other factors. Finally, he explained that their group noted international 
blockage on the Canadian border, but that in general the group did not structure the mapping 
exercise based on the geographic context of the basin.  
 
Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries, who was also in this group, added that the they had a lot of 
discussion about how all the considerations affect salmon and steelhead. He also added that there is 
a suite of issues outside of the basin that affects everything that happens inside the basin. Mike 
noted that some of the outside forces that they added to the map include restaurants, historical 
resources, human population centers, agricultural production, emotional attachment, blocked areas, 
and retail. 
 
Tim then told Task Force members that each group should think about the size and directionality of 
the impacts in the next part of the exercise. He noted that this step would add depth and perspective 
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to the diagrams. Task Force members were instructed to draw thicker or thinner arrows to 
demonstrate the magnitude of the relationships.  
 
Before beginning the next step, Task Force members had a few questions and comments. One Task 
Force member asked the Snake River group to elaborate on why they differentiated between the 
terms dam and hydro. Zach Penney, Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (CRITFC), 
explained his group’s train of thought. He said some dams (e.g., Dworshak Dam) are impassable by 
fish, but they still provide important benefits (e.g., cold water that cools down parts of the Snake 
River basin where fall Chinook need cold water). He added that the uses of the four Snake River 
dams are different than the other dams, and that each dam is complicated and unique.  
 
Liz Hamilton, Northwest Sport Fishing Industry Association (NSIA), noted that her group was 
likeminded in their cultural attachments and they only had a short discussion about people who are 
culturally attached to dams.  
 
The group participated in the third step of the exercise. Pictures of the maps and summaries of each 
group’s report out are on the next several pages. 
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Basin Wide 
Jennifer Anders, State of Montana, was the spokesperson for the basin wide group. She said that her 
group had an even stronger realization that everything is connected during this third step of the 
exercise. She also noted that they added a human element because humans both influence the 
environment and are dependent on it. She explained that they considered putting salmon and 
steelhead in the middle of their map, but they ultimately decided that water should be in the middle 
because water connects everything in the diagram. Jennifer added that water started on the side and 
migrated into the center as the group started to see the connections. 
 
In response to Jennifer’s description of the importance of water, Randy noted that every meal starts 
with water and ends with water in his tribal culture because humans cannot live without water. 
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Snake River 
Paul Arrington, Idaho Water Users Association, was the spokesperson for the Snake River group. 
He explained that his group spent a lot of time determining which relationships were positive and 
which were negative, and they used different colors to denote this on the map. He used dams as an 
example, and noted that some of the positive considerations would be transportation, power, and 
water supply, while some of the negatives would be water quality, habitat impacts, impacts to salmon 
and steelhead, predation, and tribal and cultural economy and lifestyle. He also explained that the 
group decided some considerations could be either positively or negatively affected (e.g., recreation, 
tourism, and money for mitigation). See image of the map below. 
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Upper Columbia River 
Joe Lukas, Western Montana Electric Generating and Transmission Cooperative (Western Montana 
G&T), was the spokesperson for the Upper Columbia River group. He said that the group had a 
healthy debate about their views on hatcheries, wild fish management, and ecological function. Joe 
explained his interpretation, which is that there is not currently a strong understanding of how 
hatcheries input energy into the system and how they increase the mortality gap of early life stages 
from 90 percent mortality to 90 percent survival. Guy Norman, State of Washington, shared his side 
of the debate and gave a summary of the group’s map. He added that there were thicker lines 
between reintroduction, electricity generation, and electricity rates. Regarding hatcheries, Guy 
explained that conservation hatchery programs are intended to have a positive impact on natural 
populations and are not solely intended to benefit fisheries. The primary purpose of mitigation 
hatchery programs is to support fisheries that were negatively impacted from man-made events (e.g., 
construction of dams). Guy noted that a lot of hatchery practices have changed to decrease impacts 
on wild fish since the Endangered Species Act was implemented. He stated that the future of 
hatcheries should focus on having adequate resources for tribal and cultural needs while being aware 
of ecological interactions and other potential impacts.  
 
Tom Dresser, Grant County Public Utility District, noted that the group linked everything back to 
water in their map. Randy added that the effects of Grand Coulee dam are huge – it blocks half the 
production of salmon and it devastated at least five tribes and a lot of first nations. He noted that he 
understands the dam provides many benefits such as flood prevention, but he also reminded the 
group that implications of the dam on tribal perspectives are significant. 
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Middle Columbia River 
Jim McKenna was the spokesperson for the Middle Columbia River group.  He explained that his 
group denoted negative impacts with one type of line, positive impacts with another type, and flows 
(e.g., water, money, energy, tribal culture, and other culture) with different colors. He discussed 
habitat and land use as an example. He explained that an increase in shallow water habitat or a flood 
plain is a positive impact on ecology. But there may also be landowners who want to develop that 
land, so it is a negative impact for them. He noted that the group mostly agreed on whether impacts 
were positive or negative, but the conversations became more animated when discussing the 
magnitude of the relationships. Jim also added that the group highlighted the centrality of water and 
noted that everything relates back to water quality and quantity. 
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Lower Columbia/Willamette River 
Liz Hamilton was the spokesperson for the Lower Columbia/Willamette River group. She explained 
that her group first devoted time to adding pluses and minuses to their map to demonstrate positive 
and negative impacts. She noted that the group spent a lot of time discussing spill. She also 
highlighted that the group focused on predation because it is a dial that can be moved quickly with 
significant results. Heath Heikkila, Coastal Conservation Association, added that the flood control 
dams drive current access to habitat. He noted that there are a lot of challenges associated with 
addressing habitat concerns in a heavily populated area.  
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The group had the following comments and questions after the report outs: 
 
What would you suggest that the group does to continue this exercise? 
Tim explained that SERA Architects will create a memo from the maps so that the Task Force can 
use it going forward. He noted that that the group can continue to refine what they created, or they 
can bring it to a new place by thinking about how the systems that they mapped can change. Deb 
added that the Integration Team and Task Force will use the memo to think about next steps for the 
Task Force.  
 
Will the memo integrate the five maps or leave them separate? 
Tim answered that the SERA Architects will keep the maps separate in the memo and provide a 
summary of the group’s common ideas.  
 
Barry added a few concluding observations. He asked the Task Force to think about if there were 
commonalities from the regional groups that could be applied on a basin wide scale. He noted that 
there are concentrations of impacts in different areas. For example, in the Lower 
Columbia/Willamette River, most of the discussion was below Portland and Bonneville Dam. He 
explained that it is a small geographic area, but that there are a lot of complex factors. Barry also 
highlighted that many people noted the interdependencies and relationships in the basin. He stated 
that the discussions about the secondary and tertiary relationships help to flesh out ideas.  
 
Barry highlighted that this exercise was an attempt to recognize that salmon and steelhead recovery 
is not just biological – other factors are driving fish abundance and fish abundance also affects those 
other factors. He explained that the SCE&E discussion will help the group better determine which 
scenarios have barriers to implementation. Regarding hatcheries, Barry noted that there is a complex 
set of factors that led to the creation of hatcheries. These complexities will need to be considered in 
scenario development. 
 
Tim thanked the group for their effort and creativity. Deb and the Task Force thanked Tim and 
SERA Architects for facilitating the SCE&E exercise. 
 
3. Begin Building Out Scenarios 

Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, Deb Nudelman, K&W, Task Force Members 
 
Barry introduced the afternoon exercise and explained that the Task Force would be working on 
building scenarios for the rest of the day. He noted that there has been some confusion around the 
term “scenario.” He indicated that it would be useful to step back and think about the purpose of 
Phase 2, which is to explore how to meet the Phase 1 goals. The concept of scenarios is useful 
because it helps the Task Force to think about multiple ways to achieve the goals. Scenarios also 
allow the group to integrate both biological and SCE&E considerations into one approach. He 
added that each scenario should have the highest likelihood of achieving the goals. He recognized 
that creating scenarios that meet the goals may be difficult, but that it is important to think about the 
time component; there are some things that the Task Force does not understand at this point in 
time, but they may be able to test or develop ideas or products in the future to reach the high goals.  
 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, reviewed the materials that Task Force members had in their packets to help 
them with the afternoon discussion. She highlighted the scenario building matrix handout, and she 
noted that the Project Team put several examples of components of scenarios in the handout. She 
emphasized that Task Force members should feel free to use those examples or create their own. 
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She told the group that they should come up with themes or names for at least one scenario as well 
as fill out the components of the scenario that they create. She noted that some people are top down 
thinkers and others are bottom up thinkers, and she explained that there are materials in the meeting 
packets and discussion questions that should help both types of thinkers feel comfortable. 
 
In order to provide context for the exercise, Deb reviewed the progress the Task Force has made 
over time and where they currently stand in terms of the Phase 2 process. The group has spent a 
long time thinking about SCE&E components in the morning and learned extensively about the 
slider in other meetings. Task Force members should use the learnings that they have gathered from 
the last few meetings to create scenarios. She noted that the scenarios the group comes up with will 
provide options for multiple pathways forward that the group can recommend to the basin.  
 
Deb highlighted that the afternoon exercise had the following steps:  

1) Facilitated discussion in small groups to build scenario themes 
2) Scenario building activity in which small groups develop scenario components 
3) Full group discussion in which the group reflects on the scenarios that they created 

 
Deb noted that the small groups should think about the following questions and prompts as they 
create scenario themes: 

➢ From where you sit in the basin, how would you describe components of a scenario? 

➢ Share with each other how those components optimize achieving the high goals. 

➢ Stand in each other’s shoes to understand how someone else would describe a scenario. Ask 

each other questions to understand why.  

➢ Help each other understand why something works or does not work from your perspective. 

➢ How can we strive for innovative, creative thinking? 

 
Small groups discussed scenario themes for 30 minutes. Summaries of the report outs are below. 
 
Group 1  
David Doeringsfeld, Port of Lewiston, was the spokesperson for Group 1. He noted that they 
named their scenario “We are all on the hook until we are all off the hook.” The group focused on 
the importance of having the buy in of the general public. He added that his group also discussed 
equity as an important part of their scenario – they believe that the effort required to address the 
issue should be in proportion to their contribution to the problem. David’s group also focused on 

the fact that part of the solution should include incentives that will motivate people to contribute. 
 
Group 2  
Joe Lukas, Western Montana G&T, was the spokesperson for Group 2. He explained that his group 
talked extensively about the concept of shared responsibility, and they discussed several different 
scenarios. One scenario includes a salmon tax, which would increase funding and involve the whole 
region in a solution. Joe noted that the group also discussed scenarios with the following themes: 

• An all H approach (e.g., hydro, harvest, hatchery, habitat, etc.) 

• Mainstem hydropower focus, with potential dam removal and new funding to address 
impacts. 

• Blocked areas focus 
 
Group 3  
Paul Arrington, Idaho Water Users Association, was the spokesperson for Group 3. This group’s 
scenario had a working title of “The Kitchen Sink Scenario.” Paul said the group had a lot of ideas 
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that coalesced around the concept of taking predictable steps that result in specific actions in the 
future. Another key component of the group’s scenario was to establish benchmarks every 15 or so 
years, and the types of actions that the basin takes will depend on whether they meet the 
benchmarks. Paul added that the group discussed having a scenario in which the burden is spread 
out among all stakeholders. They also discussed the need to account for uncontrollable and 
unforeseen events in the future. 
 
Group 4  
Marla Harrison, Port of Portland, was the spokesperson for Group 4. She explained that her group’s 
scenario was based on increasing salmon and steelhead abundance as quickly as possible. Group 4 
highlighted predation as one of the first areas to address. They also discussed hatchery efficiencies, 
habitat, and hydro. They focused on increasing passage through dams, choosing actions and 
strategies that are less controversial, and thinking about governance structures that could expedite 
action. 
 
Group 5  
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, was the spokesperson for Group 5. He noted that his group did not 
come up with a scenario title, but they discussed the importance of the sequencing of actions 
properly. They highlighted habitat work and noted that it is essential to have short term gains 
without precluding investments that will help achieve the high goals in the future. Barry also noted 
that the group discussed focusing on areas where there is potential for a large and fast increase in 
production. 
 
Group 6  
Heath Heikkila, Coastal Conservation Association, was the spokesperson for Group 6. Heath noted 
that Group 6 named their scenario “Seed the Habitat.” He explained that the scenario focuses on 
increasing abundance by getting wild fish to the spawning grounds and using smart hatchery 
practices. He noted that implementation of the scenario would vary by location based on different 
habitat conditions and constraints. The group agreed on addressing predation as one of the first 
actions. He added that the group thought it was important to have short term gains so that the basin 
would have renewed energy for salmon recovery. 
 
After the report outs, the groups continued their conversations for 45 minutes and added ideas on 
small pieces of paper to several different banners with adhesive material (also known as sticky walls). 
Refer to Appendix B for a transcription of scenarios created on the sticky walls. Final report outs 
from each group are below. 
 
Group 1: We Area All on the Hook Until We Are All Off the Hook 
Jennifer Lukens, NOAA Fisheries, was the spokesperson for Group 1. She explained the following 
components that her group added to the sticky wall as part of their scenario. 

➢ Social buy in: People need to understand the true value of salmon and water and agree that 
we all benefit from them. 

➢ Funding: Identify sources of funding for actions and strategies. Potentially tap into the 
broader population by incorporating a water bottle tax or adding a tax to utility bills. 

➢ Cultural considerations: Educate people about salmon and improve public awareness. 

➢ Marketing and education: Help people understand their collective impact on salmon.  

➢ Collaboration: Identify ways to incentivize collaboration and encourage all entities and 
stakeholders to work together. 

➢ Governance: All levels of government should be engaged in addressing the issue and 
contribute to solutions; look at the problem with a whole systems approach.  
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➢ Low hanging fruit: Tackle areas that are easy to address first. 

➢ Equity: The amount that someone contributes to the problem defines the amount that they 
should contribute to the solution; everyone needs to be part of the solution. 

 
Group 2: Shared Responsibility (also known as wicked salmon) 
Randy Friedlander, Colville Tribes, was the spokesperson for Group 2. He explained that their 
scenario starts with expanding restoration and then builds on the current successes. Components of 
the scenario include: 

➢ Hydropower: Mainstem hydropower, dam removals, and spill. 

➢ Blocked areas: Restore access in blocked areas (specifically Rufus Woods), while continuing 
a phased approach on passage over Grand Coulee Dam. 

➢ Hatchery: Work with hatchery operations so that they do not impede upon the natural 
production goals. Reduce mixed stock emphasis and focus on terminal areas. 

➢ Predation: Remove predators. 

➢ Adaptive management: Adopt adaptive management for future conditions. 

➢ Funding: Shared responsibility for funding; consider implementing a salmon tax. 

➢ Education: Conduct education and outreach to landowners and user groups. 

➢ Technology: Use new technology. 

➢ Governance: Develop a new governance model that depoliticizes issues and focuses on 
meeting recovery goals; create a mechanism to carry the Task Force forward. 

 
Group 3: The Kitchen Sink Scenario 
Paul Arrington, Idaho Water Users Association, was the spokesperson for Group 3. He reiterated 
that the main concept of their scenario was to use benchmarks in the future to gauge how well 
actions are working and determine if actions should be changed. He added that the group spent a lot 
of time discussing other scenario possibilities. One topic they focused on was determining who 
would be a strong leader to spearhead this concept (also known as The Aggressive Leader Scenario). 
They also discussed how people can coalesce around what it means to care about salmon and 
steelhead and if the actions that people take demonstrate this. Paul added that the group discussed a 
Hatchery Sweet Spot Scenario, which focused on how to use hatcheries in a more effective way than 
they are currently being used. A few other components that the group discussed were the 
importance of focusing on the estuaries and the need to gain a better understanding of the capacity 
of the river.  
 
Mike Edmondson, Idaho Governor’s Office, added to Paul’s description of the Aggressive Leader 
Scenario. He stated that the scenario first calls for identifying and implementing easy actions and 
then tackling aggressive actions and strategies across a variety of topics. This scenario also has 
benchmarks that are critical to determining future actions. If the benchmarks are not met, the 
scenario calls for people to add additional effort and actions. Mike added that this type of scenario 
may force people to look many steps ahead to prepare society for impending changes and to 
successfully reach the abundance goals. 

 
Group 4: Early Action, Rapid Response, and Beyond 
Marla Harrison, Port of Portland, was the spokesperson for Group 4. She highlighted that her 
group’s scenario focuses on completing actions quickly and early that will increase abundance, while 
simultaneously establishing avenues for long term actions. Components of the scenario include: 

➢ Predation: Reduce predation. 

➢ Hatcheries: Increase efficiency; gain a better understanding of the timing and release of 
hatchery stocks. 

➢ Governance: Speed up bureaucratic processes; coordinate governance structures. 
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➢ Hydropower: Improve passage at dams by both increasing efficiency and incorporating new 
technology; manage and monitor of impacts from changing flex spill. 

➢ Phased approach: Implement a phased approach with short term actions and then invest in 
research that helps establish longer term actions. 

➢ Habitat: Increase habitat and improve existing habitat; be mindful about the type of habitat 
and having a balance of rearing, spawning, and estuary habitat. 

➢ Regulations: Adjust allocations so that more people who are underrepresented get fish. 

➢ Cultural considerations: Use early improvements in abundance to provide greater ceremonial 
fisheries or fish to people who live in blocked areas. 

➢ Harvest: Implement real time management of harvest. 

➢ Biological considerations: Improve understanding of the salmon and steelhead life cycle. 
 
Group 5: Max and Relax 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, was the spokesperson for Group 5. He explained that the scenario 
centers around the idea of doing as much as possible to maximize the habitat potential and then do 
whatever else you can across the basin. He highlighted that the scenario focuses on increasing 
habitat potential across the landscape and then reducing other stressors on the fish. Components of 
the scenario include: 

➢ Habitat: Habitat connectivity across the landscape. 

➢ Blocked areas: Implement actions that allow fish to access blocked areas. 

➢ Hydropower: Consider changes to hydropower and dams. 

➢ Hatchery: Maximize wild fish production and use hatchery fish to fill in the gaps; zone 
different areas of the landscape. 

 
Rob Masonis, Trout Unlimited, added that the group had a good discussion about the need to define 
the problem in all its dimensions. He highlighted the need to incorporate economic and social 
considerations into the way that the Task Force defines the problem so that the group can work on 
solving the whole issue rather than pitting people against fish. 
 
Group 6: Seed the Habitat 
Heath Heikkila was the spokesperson for Group 6. He highlighted the importance of focusing on 
actions that can be taken immediately to get short term results. Components of the scenario include: 

➢ Hatchery: Use supplementation to increase natural abundance. 

➢ Water: Consider incentivizing efficiencies in irrigation practices. 

➢ Hydropower: Improve out-migrating and returning survival. 

➢ Land use: Start a broader conversation about bringing land use decisions into alignment with 
salmon recovery. 

➢ Funding: Identify a funding source, potentially a broad section of population in the Pacific 
Northwest. 

➢ Governance: Create partnerships with local jurisdictions and governments. 

➢ Toxics: Address areas where toxics negatively impact fish populations. 

➢ Education: Educate people about salmon and recovery practices. 

➢ Regulation: Use incentives rather than regulations. 
 
After the report outs, Deb asked the group for reflections on the scenario building exercise. Several 
Task Force members noted that the prompts inspired good, healthy discussions and debates. One 
Task Force member commented that it is not enough to tackle the low hanging fruit – the group 
must make big, bold actions to reach the goals.  
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4. Next Steps, Wrap Up, and Prepare for Day 2 

Deb Nudelman, K&W and Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries 
 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, mentioned that she was impressed with the way Task Force members had 
civil disagreements with one another and how they tried to understand and learn from each other. 
She thanked everyone for participating in the SCE&E and scenario building exercises. She also 
explained that the Task Force would have an opportunity to learn about updates to the slider on 
Day 2, as well as reflect on how the SCE&E exercise, the scenario building discussion, and the slider 
all fit together. 
 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, concluded by stating that he appreciated the diversity of ideas that 
this group brings to the table. He thanked Task Force members for sharing their perspectives and 
applauded them for having such a robust discussion. 
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DAY 2 – September 26, 2019 

 
1. Welcome and Introductions, Reflection on Day 1 and Review Agenda for Day 2 

Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, and Deb Nudelman, K&W 

 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, welcomed the group and thanked them for participating in the 
meeting. 
 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, thanked everyone for attending and asked Task Force members and 
audience members to introduce themselves. Task Force, Project Team, and audience members 
introduced themselves by name and affiliation. Two new Task Force members were present. Patty 
O’Toole, the acting director for the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, took Tony 
Grover’s seat on the Task Force. Justin Hayes, the Executive Director of the Idaho Conservation 
League, formally replaced Bert Bowler as the Idaho Conservation Group representative. 

 
Deb reviewed the agenda, which included a presentation on updates to the slider, a reflection to 
synthesize learnings from the scenario discussion, the SCE&E exercise, and the slider presentation, 
an opportunity for public input, updates from around the basin, and updates on workplan related 
topics. 
 
Deb asked the group if anyone had reflections from Day 1 of the meeting. Several Task Force 
members offered their thoughts: 
 
One Task Force member noted that he was disappointed in the conversations from Day 1 because 
he felt like Task Force members returned to the same talking points that they have been using for a 
long time. He noted that he hopes the synthesis portion of the discussion on Day 2 will illuminate 
the path forward. He added that he thinks the slider is a good tool to generate discussion, but not 
necessarily to make decisions for the basin. He wanted more clarity on finalizing the provisional 
goals and determining the tangible work product of the group. He stated that the group should 
create a regional recommendation for salmon and steelhead recovery in the basin. Lastly, he 
mentioned that the group should consider hearing the perspectives of young people and what they 
want to see for the future of the Pacific Northwest. 
 
Another Task Force member added that the group needs to recommend a structure that will drive 
forward the work of the Task Force. He added that everyone will need to contribute to the solution 
and that potentially tying the work to the Magnuson Act would help force the change. He noted that 
he thinks looking 150 years in the future is too far because it is impossible to know what lies ahead. 
He advocated that the group think 30 years ahead and focus on adapting in the future. He also 
noted that the group should minimize the social and economic effects of actions.  
 
One Task Force member commented that the scenario building exercise on Day 1 helped him 
realize that getting the social and political buy in for any path forward will be harder than developing 
the technical components and justification.  
 
Barry thanked Task Force members for their comments and suggestions. He shared some of his 
own reflections from Day 1. He noted that the Task Force has the challenge of providing both a 
high-level vision for the basin as well as specific direction. He noticed that some people wanted to 
have discussions about important details, but that it is challenging to have such a fine-tuned 
conversation at the basin wide scale. He explained that he looks forward to future conversations 
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where Task Force members can come together and agree on steps forward, while acknowledging 
that more detailed steps will be needed in the future. He noted that the Task Force can help with the 
crucial issue of devoting more resources to the salmon and steelhead recovery and that local 
governments and groups can help determine the best way to use those resources. He recognized the 
challenge of balancing policy considerations with detailed actions, and he encouraged the group to 
have discussions where they can learn from one another. 

  
Task Force members shared several more thoughts and reflections. Their comments are below: 

 
• One Task Force member noted that he was hopeful because there were a lot of similarities 

between the scenarios that different groups developed. He noted that a good path forward 
would be to gather the components that were present in all the scenarios and use the slider 
to assess how those would change abundance.  

• Another Task Force member said she would be disappointed if the group did not finish with 
powerful, bold recommendations that are prioritized as to which recommendations would 
have the greatest positive impact.  

• One Task Force member commented that it was important to use the results of the SCE&E 
exercise more conceptually than geographically since some groups used the maps and others 
did not. He noted that it would be worthwhile to think more about the SCE&E 
considerations at a geographic scale. 

• Another Task Force member noted that she learned a lot from everyone around the table in 
the Day 1 exercises and that she benefited from finding out more about regions of the basin 
with which she is not as familiar. She explained that it is important to know about other 
regions to be able to move forward with goals for all the geographic areas.  

• One Task Force member appreciated how open and collaborative the Task Force is and 
noted that anything that a group this diverse can coalesce around is a bold recommendation. 

• Another Task Force member noted that a lot of common themes discussed on Day 1 were 
related to governance, funding, and community buy in. He added that he thinks the group 
can make bold recommendations if they address those three topics.   

• One Task Force member suggested that the group discuss three or four “big hairy subjects” 
that are holding everyone back. This discussion might help them get some resolution and 
move forward. 

• Another Task Force member noted that the group has built a lot of momentum and trust 
over the last two years and that it would be disheartening if they lost the opportunity to do 
something bold and meaningful. 

• One Task Force member noted the importance of community input and perceptions and 
proposed the idea of learning more about public opinion on salmon, agriculture, shipping, 
recreation, transportation, etc. in the Columbia Basin.  

 
Deb thanked Task Force members for their thoughts and mentioned that the group would continue 
this discussion after the presentation on the slider.  
 

2. Slider Updates and Examples 

Michael Tehan and Ray Beamesderfer, NOAA Fisheries 
 
Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries, thanked Ray Beamesderfer, NOAA Fisheries, and Pat Frazier, 
NOAA Fisheries, for all the work they have done on the biological analysis. He noted that Task 
Force members and Technical Team members have had the opportunity to use the slider and ask 
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questions about it over the last few months. He explained that some people recognize that the slider 
is a tool for biological analysis to help the Task Force discuss scenarios, and that it is good enough 
to help analyze tradeoffs in its current state. Others have delved into the construction of the slider 
and want to continue refining the details of the science behind it. Michael explained that the Project 
Team is committed to hearing more feedback from regional experts to make sure the slider is useful 
for the Task Force. He also noted that slider was never meant to be a fine scale analytical tool or life 
cycle model.  
 
Finally, Michael explained that the Project Team is now calling the tool the “salmon analyzer.” Ray 
will share updates at this meeting and there will be another Technical Team workshop before the 
next Task Force meeting to complete the development of the tool. Michael also noted that Task 
Force members have a document in their packets called the Salmon Analyzer FAQ, which helps to 
explain what the tool does and does not do. 
 
Ray thanked the group for attending. He highlighted that millions of dollars have been spent over 
the last 40 years to improve the scientific understanding and modeling on salmon in the basin. He 
noted that all of that research informs the Task Force’s process. He stated that the biological 
analysis is just one component of the group’s work. He explained that the salmon analyzer attempts 
to provide a different way of summarizing the biological information and spark new ideas.  
 
He told the group that his presentation would contain the following components: an update on the 
factor analysis, examples of the slider tool, an update on the Technical Team webinar, and next 
steps.  
 
Factor Analysis 
Ray displayed a chart that demonstrated the range of impacts and uncertainties for each factor of the 
salmon analyzer. He defined the factors as follows: 

➢ Freshwater habitat: Impacts due to habitat capacity in tributary streams 

➢ Estuary habitat: Impacts due to habitat conditions in the estuary 

➢ Mainstem: Impacts or reduction in fish survival for adults or juveniles associated with 
upstream and downstream migration through the Columbia and Snake Rivers mainstems 
(includes hydropower-related and natural mortality) 

➢ Latent mortality: Subsequent mortality after fish pass through the mainstem (occurs in the 
estuary and ocean as a result of delayed effects of freshwater migration conditions)  

➢ Blocked habitat: Large scale blockages that limit access to historical areas of production 

➢ Predation: Natural predation and predation that has been compounded by human factors or 
is being managed (e.g., birds, pinnipeds) 

➢ Fisheries: Effects of fishery harvest (direct and indirect) 

➢ Hatcheries: Negative effects of hatcheries that limit or constrain natural production 

➢ Future conditions: Potential impacts on fish due to changes in ocean conditions, human 
population, climate change, etc. relative to the current state 
 

Task Force members asked the following questions. 
 
You listed contaminants as a factor in earlier conditions. Why aren’t they there now? 
Ray answered that there is very little information available to quantify contaminants, so it is not 
included in the analysis. 
 
Are the effects of climate change included in the future conditions category? 
Ray answered in the affirmative. 
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Are you using modeling that relates temperature and climate change? 
Ray noted that they aimed to capture available information and that they would review any 
assessments that people provide. 
 
Ray explained that the technical approach is to review available information, summarize it, 
document it, and ask the Technical Team to review it. He showed a slide on mainstem hydropower 
to demonstrate an example of the components that go into one factor of the salmon analyzer. He 
noted that the mainstem impact calculation includes reach mortality of juveniles and reach mortality 
of adults. Latent mortality is included in different slider bar.  
 
Ray also explained that he and Pat are creating documents that summarize each impact. He noted 
that the Project Team is also meeting with subject matter experts throughout the basin to seek input 
on the slider inputs. 
 
Ray then showed a slide that contained a heat map of the relative impacts of different factors on 
salmon and steelhead stocks in the basin. He noted that the map would help to determine which 
factors impact stocks across the board, as well as which factors have significant effects on certain 
stocks, but not on others. He explained that there were placeholder numbers in the map. Ray 
summarized several of the key takeaways from the heat map as follows: 

➢ Habitat has a large impact across the board 

➢ Estuary affects all stocks 

➢ Mainstem impacts are larger the farther up the river the stocks are located 
 
Task Force members asked the following questions about the factors: 
 
How come ocean impacts are not one of the factors in the heat map? 
Ray explained that the Project Team did not attempt to characterize every life stage, and that he is 
focused on mapping the management components that the Task Force can change in the future. He 
noted that a large percentage of mortality does occur in the ocean, and that ocean conditions are 
part of the future conditions factor in the slider.  
 
Why are mainstem and latent mortality separate slider bars? 
Ray explained that initially the two factors were combined in one slider bar. Since there is a lot of 
uncertainty and disagreement about latent mortality, the Project Team decided to separate the two 
for transparency.  
 
Are blocked areas included in the habitat column of the heat map? 
Ray replied that the habitat column does not include blocked areas; it refers to the currently 
accessible habitat. He noted that the habitat percentages in the heat map are relative to historic 
conditions. He reminded the group that the heat map contains place holder numbers for some 
factors and that these will be refined in the next few months. 
 
What is the source of the numbers for the impacts of hatcheries?  
Ray answered that the Project Team got good information from NOAA Fisheries and Trout 
Unlimited and that they plan to meet with more subject matter experts on the issue. He reiterated 
that the map contains placeholder numbers. 
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Scenario Analyzer Updates 
Ray explained that the slider is designed to be a coarse scale tool to help the Task Force think 
through tradeoffs of different strategies. He noted that he has made changes to the tool based on 
Task Force and Technical Team feedback. Changes are as follows: 

➢ Hatcheries: In order to incorporate the benefits of hatcheries, Ray added a section that 
demonstrates the increased abundance from hatchery fish. 

➢ Mainstem and latent mortality: These two slider bars are now separate.  

➢ Contaminants: The contaminants slider bar was removed due to lack of quantitative 
information. 

➢ Blocked areas: Blocked area calculations no longer assume that the quality of the habitat in 
the blocked area is the same as the quality of the habitat in the accessible area. 

➢ Alternative inputs: There are now shortcuts on the tool where someone can choose low or 
high latent mortality and low or high hatchery impacts to see how those assumptions change 
the calculations. 

 
Ray concluded by adding that the salmon analyzer is a tool in the Task Force’s toolbox that can help 
the group see trends and assess tradeoffs. 
 
Technical Team Briefing 
Ray explained that the Technical Team had a good discussion during a virtual workshop several 
weeks before the meeting. The Technical Team discussion centered around the following topics: 

➢ Questions about how the slider is being used: Ray noted that the they are using the tool 
for hypothesis testing.  

➢ Concerns about potential misuse: Technical Team members worried that people outside 
of the Task Force may misuse the tool. 

➢ Acknowledgment that the tool is not linked to specific actions: Technical Team 
members noted that some people who move the slider bars up and down might not 
understand the magnitude of the actions that it would take to make those changes. 

➢ Detailed review: Technical Team members discussed what level of detail review is 
necessary for the tool. 

 
Ray also noted that Technical Team members had several other questions that they discussed during 
the workshop. Questions include: 

➢ What is the specific definition of each impact? 

➢ Does the tool effectively capture synergies? 

➢ Are the goals consistent across the regions?  

 
Next Steps 
Ray noted that one of the next steps for the biological analysis is to host an in-person Technical 
Team workshop to work through some of the details of the tool. He added that there was a 
possibility that regional work groups could meet to discuss the estimates in the tool for their regions. 
He also noted that he and Pat will continue to work on the documentation for all the impacts and 
that they will distribute that when it is complete.  
 
Task Force members provided the following comments and questions. 
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There is a section on known limitations in the FAQ document. Is there going to be an attempt to address these 
limitations? For example, will you incorporate a time component to the tool? 
Ray explained that all models are simplifications at their most basic level and that building a model 
that incorporated every possible component would cause the model to collapse under its own 
weight. Ray added that incorporating a time component would mean building a new model. 
 
Which runs or life histories are you most confident in? 
Ray replied that he has not thought about specific runs, but more so different impacts. He noted 
that some impacts have a lot of information available while others have less. Ray reiterated that the 
tool is meant to conduct a coarse scale analysis and that the Project Team needed to make 
simplifications to do a roll up of all the stocks.  
 
Technical Team representatives need time to review the model 
One Task Force member said his technical staff will need to spend a lot of time conducting a 
thorough review of the tool for him to support the use of the model. 

 
The latent mortality portion of the tool needs more work 

➢ One Task Force member noted that she was very concerned about the technical approach to 
latent mortality, and she suggested providing two different slider bars to represent data from 
the Comparative Survival Study (CSS) and Compass. Ray replied that he has met with people 
to learn more about both the CSS and Compass approaches, and he is working to 
incorporate the full range of estimates into the tool. 

➢ Another Task Force member noted that there are a lot of components that contribute to 
latent mortality that need to be included and that there has not been a lot of research 
conducted on the issue in the last 20 years.  

 
The slider is not meant for definitive analysis, but rather to provide options for areas to improve 
One Task Force member emphasized that the tool should not be thought of as providing an answer, 
but rather as demonstrating the level of improvement that is necessary across the basin. He noted 
that it is helpful to determine which factors have the most room for improvement and then the Task 
Force can use their experience, knowledge, and discussions to determine what types of strategies are 
best.  
 
3. Reflections on Scenarios, SCE&E Exercise, and Slider 

Task Force members 

 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, thanked the group for the great dialogue about the slider and noted that the 
purpose of the next section of the meeting was to discuss how Task Force members want to move 
forward with the information they have discussed. She added that the heat map that Ray provided 
can help Task Force members think about strategies they can implement at either a basin wide or 
sub basin scale. She asked Task Force members to remember to think about how the work that they 
are doing will affect people in other parts of the basin. She also asked the group to ponder the 
following question: When you think about the scenario exercise, the SCE&E exercise, and the slider 
update, where do you want to go from here? Finally, she noted that it is important to honor Task 
Force members who said that they were disappointed during the morning discussion. The group 
should think about what it would take to make those Task Force members feel like the next steps 
are worthwhile.   
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Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries, provided some additional comments. He cautioned the group that 
people may define low hanging fruit in different ways. He also suggested that the Project Team 
connect the heat map to the SCE&E relationship mapping diagrams that the Task Force created on 
Day 1. He reiterated the importance of thinking about the SCE&E considerations when talking 
about strategies and actions, particularly in thinking about implementation of low hanging fruit 
actions. 
 
One Task Force member noted that he views low hanging fruit actions as the areas where the group 
has the most consensus.  
 
Another Task Force member explained that it would be useful to have a regional workshop for the 
Middle Columbia River to recreate the SCE&E exercise and do the relationship mapping graphically 
rather than conceptually. 
 
A different Task Force member noted that she felt a lack of momentum at the meeting and 
wondered if it was due to avoidance of conflict or fear of failure. She highlighted that there is no 
way to avoid conflict and that conflict creates change. She also explained that the Task Force must 
think broadly about the people in the basin and the way that social change happens. She reiterated 
that any plan the group creates will not be successful unless the Task Force thinks about the bigger 
picture of getting people to value clean water and salmon. 

 
One Task Force member mentioned that this meeting is the first time that he felt like he understood 
what a scenario was and what the group is trying to accomplish. He also suggested that the group 
host a workshop on building healthy and harvestable salmon and steelhead runs and that they 
should invite a diverse group of people to contribute their ideas.   
 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, offered some reflections. He noted that this part of Phase 2 has been 
focused on identifying scenarios that the Task Force can test. He explained that the ideas that 
people put on the sticky wall on Day 1 help with moving towards that goal, but that Task Force 
members ended up spending a lot of time debating their views rather than putting down two 
different ideas and seeing how the analysis turns out. Barry also highlighted that the Task Force’s 
discussion indicated that a time horizon component is missing from the scenarios that have been 
discussed thus far – there could be a scenario in which the group can orient actions over time. This 
scenario might allow Task Force members to have all actions that are important to them in one 
scenario; some of those actions will be in the short term and some in the long term. Barry also 
mentioned that he liked the idea of the scenario that used benchmarks and adaptive management 
because it allows for the flexibility of not implementing extreme actions if the basin is making good 
progress. Regarding the concept of low hanging fruit, Barry noted that the group would need to 
develop a set of criteria to indicate whether an action falls into that category. He noted that the 
Integration Team and Project Team can work with the scenario ideas that people discussed and put 
together two or three basic scenarios to bring back to the group for consideration. 
 
Deb asked the group to go around the table and share the “big hairy subjects” that they think are 
holding the group back. Task Force members’ responses included the following: 

➢ Many Task Force members named hatcheries, harvest, and/or blocked areas/reintroduction 
as important topics. 

➢ Many group members brought up hydropower and dam breaching. Two people mentioned 
removal of the lower Snake River dams.  

➢ Many members explained that it is important to acknowledge and understand the benefits of 
the recovery efforts that are already underway. 
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➢ Several Task Force members indicated that the group needs to clarify the outcomes of Phase 
2. 

➢ One Task Force member mentioned that the group needs to talk about governance and how 
to engage sub-basin stakeholders who will implement the Task Force’s recommendations. 
Another added that the Task Force needs to make sure that all people who will be affected 
by recovery efforts have a voice at the table.  

➢ A couple of Task Force members had comments about the provisional goals. These included 
determining a process for finalizing the provisional goals, establishing goals for the upper 
Snake River, and developing an understanding of what it takes to achieve the provisional 
goals. 

➢ Several Task Force members commented on the need to change perceptions about the pains 
and gains from salmon and steelhead recovery as well as the desire to build political will to 
accomplish these recovery efforts. Another group member emphasized the need to have a 
positive mindset. 

➢ One Task Force member stated that something that could be holding back the group is each 
person’s dedication to the solution they have identified as the right solution. Everyone needs 
to be willing to deviate from their solutions to learn from each other. 

➢ Task Force members mentioned various other issues and priorities, including improving 
habitat in the Lower Columbia and Willamette, making sure regulations do not allow further 
degradation to habitat, considering equity in who experiences pain as the basin moves 
forward with recovery efforts, making sure that group is not trying to solve tomorrow’s 
problem with yesterday’s data, determining the sufficient level of data and review for the 
slider, considering how the Task Force recommendations interact with the Northwest Power 
and Conservation Council planning process and the Columbia River Treaty, and learning 
from other regions of the basin. 

 
Barry thanked everyone for their comments and noted that Task Force members seem to be 
thinking about what others need to do to solve the problem rather than offering what they can 
contribute to a solution. He noted that the group recognizes that almost everything will have to 
change to reach the goals, and the more people recognize that and offer their contributions, the 
greater chance they will have of being successful.  
 
Deb thanked everyone for their comments and their willingness to think deeply about the issue.  

 
4. Public Input 

Deb Nudelman, Kearns & West  

 
Deb asked audience members if anyone would like to share public comments. No one opted to 
comment. 

 
5. Updates 

Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, and Task Force members 
 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, asked the group if anyone wanted to share updates about ongoing work in 
the basin that is related to the Task Force.  
 
Water Larrick, Kittitas Reclamation District, noted that the Yakima Basin just celebrated ten years of 
success of the Yakima River Basin Integrated Plan. 
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Jess Groves, Port of Cascade Locks, shared that representatives from the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) visited and tested the cold water refugia at Cascade Locks. He noted that the they are 
writing a report on it, which should be done soon. 
 
Scott Hauser, Upper Snake River Tribes, explained that Erica Maltz, who is a long-time fisheries 
biologist for the Burns Paiute Tribe, will be taking Bob Austin’s position for the Upper Snake River 
Tribes starting in October. She will be attending future Task Force meetings. 
 
Patty O’Toole, Northwest Power and Conservation Council, shared that the Council Fish and 
Wildlife Amendment Program is underway and that they are accepting comments until October 18, 
2019. She noted that they will have four additional hearings in the following locations: Boise, Idaho; 
Lewiston, Idaho; Spokane, Washington; and Seattle, Washington. 
 
Marla Harrison, Port of Portland, noted that the Port of Portland is working with other ports in the 
Lower Columbia River as well as NOAA Fisheries to better understand wake stranding in the lower 
Columba River. 
 
Liza Jane McAlister, 6 Ranch, Inc., shared that Nez Perce fisheries recently brought adult spawning 
Chinook to the river behind her house. She added that the Governor of Oregon just allocated 
money to rebuild an old, crumbling dam in Wallowa Lake with a fish ladder as well as reintroduce 
sockeye in the next few years.  
  
Joe Lukas, Western Montana G&T, added that the Northwest Power Pool Resource Adequacy 
Symposium is on October 2, 2019 in Portland and that anyone interested in the hydrosystem and 
reducing generation capacity in the region should attend.  
 
Tucker Jones, State of Oregon, shared that the Washington Department of Ecology’s public 
comment period on the 125 percent total dissolved gas (TDG) rule just closed. He added that 
Oregon will give a presentation on their proposed waiver change on September 27, 2019 and the 
public comment period will begin on October 4. 

 
Kevin Scribner, Salmon Safe, shared that he visited Bristol Bay for three weeks over the summer 
and the entire run was 56 million fish. He noted that it was powerful to experience that level of 
abundance. 
 
Ben Enticknap, Oceana, explained that the main reason he participates in the Task Force is to 
recover the Chinook salmon for the purpose of helping the southern resident killer whales. He 
shared that three of the whales were declared missing and presumed dead, and that the population is 
now 73 whales. He also added that NOAA Fisheries has proposed critical habitat restoration for the 
southern resident killer whales, which would expand the habitat down the outer coast of 
Washington, Oregon, and as far south as Monterey Bay. He explained that this extension is based in 
the science that these orcas are dependent on Columbia Basin Chinook salmon. 
 
Guy Norman, State of Washington, gave an update on the Orca Task Force in Washington. He 
stated that the Task Force was convened after an executive order by Governor Inslee and the group 
came up with a set of recommendations in 2018 to increase prey, reduce vessel disturbance, and 
address water quality in the Puget Sound. He noted that the group made recommendations to the 
legislature, and the legislature funded 1.1 billion dollars for those recommendations. One of the 
recommendations was that a third party should facilitate a Snake River dam forum. He explained 
that the idea of the forum is to gather existing information about the effects of maintaining or 
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breaching the dams. The process involved interviews with stakeholders, tribes, and states to help 
gather the facts and develop a report. Guy noted that the forum would not be a decision-making 
process, but rather providing information from Washington’s perspective to the federal government 
for the Columbia River System Operations (CRSO) process. Jim Kramer is the consultant helping 
with the forum, and the draft report is expected in December. Guy noted that the draft will be 
followed by a public comment period. 
 
Paul Ward, Yakama Nation, shared that the Oregon Zoo is working with tribes to create a Pacific 
Lamprey exhibit and that they have made a significant effort to reach out to the tribes and create the 
exhibit in a manner that recognizes the tribal tie to the species. He stated that grand opening of the 
exhibit is Sunday, September 29, 2019. 

 
Zach Penney, CRITFC, mentioned that he serves on the Independent Scientific Advisory Board as 
the tribal ex officio and that the group has undergone a review of the Upper Columbia United 
Tribes (UCUT)’s Phase 1 Reintroduction Report. He noted that the review will be complete in 
November. He recommended that other Task Force members read the report. Zach also mentioned 
that he is giving a couple presentations soon and that he is planning to highlight the Columbia Basin 
Partnership and discuss the successes and challenges.  
 
Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries, added that Urban Eberhart, Kittitas Reclamation District, told 
him that the Yakima Basin Integrated Plan legislation was recently modified, and the purpose of the 
Yakima Basin Water Enhancement Project authorization now includes language taken from the 
Task Force’s Phase 1 work. The new language incorporates the following concepts: enhancing fish 
and wildlife, the recovery and maintenance of fish, and the importance of healthy ecosystems. 
Michael also shared that he had an opportunity to visit the headwaters of the Columbia River in 
Canada and it was a powerful experience. He added that the Canadian government recently signed a 
letter with the First Nations to allow them to continue studying reintroductions on the Canadian 
side of the border. Michael also mentioned that the Department of the Interior recently had a tribal 
consultant meeting where states and tribes discussed fish management in blocked areas, and he 
announced that he is glad to see so much discussion on the issue. 
 
Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, thanked everyone for their updates and explained that he wanted to 
talk about next steps regarding the group’s discussion about governance. He mentioned that a lot of 
Task Force members have expressed the desire to set up a governance structure to make sure that 
the CBP Task Force process can continue to have an impact into the future. He explained that 
NOAA Fisheries has supported the Task Force, but once the group starts making decisions about 
implementing actions, it will need to have a different structure. Barry noted that the Task Force 
could come up with governance recommendations for how the group moves forward after Phase 2. 
He recommended that the group start discussing the topic now in order to have a recommendation 
for the end of Phase 2, and that NOAA Fisheries is interested in seeing the Task Force continue in 
some way. He asked the group if they would like to move forward with creating a subgroup to 
consider possible governance structures. 
 
One Task Force member asked how the Project Team was defining governance. Katherine Cheney, 
NOAA Fisheries, explained that defining the term is part of the conversation that the small group 
would have. Barry noted that the group could talk about governance in a variety of ways, including 
creating a structure with some sort of authority, working on legislation, creating a structure that 
directs adaptive management, etc.  
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One Task Force member noted that she likes the idea of a small group, but that the broad definition 
of governance might prohibit the small group from coming up with tangible recommendations. 
 
Another Task Force member asked if any other MAFAC groups have continued on to form a 
legislative body. Jennifer Lukens, NOAA Fisheries, said that there have not been other governing 
bodies that have been created from MAFAC groups. She noted that lack of precedent should not be 
a deterrent for the group. Jennifer also explained that groups under the Federal Advisory Committee 
Act (FACA), can provide consensus-based advice from stakeholder and constituents, but they 
cannot do more than that.  
 
Michael Tehan noted that a good example for the Task Force to research is the Columbia River 
Toxics Reduction Working Group, which was created under EPA as part of the Columbia River 
Basin Restoration Act.  
 
Barry mentioned that one of the challenges of creating governance recommendations is determining 
how the group can move beyond the structure of providing advice to NOAA Fisheries and rather 
provide advice to the whole basin and the entities within it.  
 
Hearing no objections, Deb noted that there was support among the Task Force to form a small 
group to investigate alternative pathways forward and research existing models. This group would 
bring back information to the full Task Force. She asked group members to let the Project Team 
know if they would be interested in being a member of the governance group. Barry also asked that 
the Project Team provide examples of governance structure to the Task Force at the next meeting in 
December. 

 
6. Next Steps and Wrap Up 

Deb Nudelman, K&W, and Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries 

 
Deb Nudelman, K&W, reminded the group that the next Task Force meeting is December 3 and 4, 
2019 in Spokane, Washington. Regarding next steps, Deb mentioned that SERA Architects will 
synthesize the relationship mapping in a memo that the Project Team will share with the Integration 
Team and then the full group. In terms of scenario development, Barry Thom, NOAA Fisheries, 
noted that the Project Team would take the results of the scenario exercise and build three scenarios 
based on the common elements from the sticky wall.  
 
One Task Force member indicated that he wanted more time to work on scenarios and hoped that 
this meeting was not the last opportunity. Deb explained that the scenario building component of 
Phase 2 will go through at least two or three meetings, and it will be an iterative process.  
 
Deb noted that Ray Beamesderfer, Pat Frazier, and Patty Dornbusch from NOAA Fisheries would 
continue to work on the slider and meet with subject matter experts throughout the basin. Katherine 
Cheney, NOAA Fisheries, added that the Project Team will schedule a full in-person Technical 
Team workshop in late November to discuss the slider.  
 
Barry also discussed the outcomes of Phase 2. He referred to the Phase 2 logic path diagram, which 
is a document that explains the trajectory of Phase 2 for the Task Force, and he reviewed the four 
outcomes at the bottom on the diagram: 

1) Revise provisional goals (as appropriate) 
2) Identify scenario alternatives that would achieve the goals 
3) Understand scenario implications relative to considerations 
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4) Path forward, governance, and big picture 
 
Regarding provisional goals, Barry explained that the group left the door open to change the 
provisional goals from Phase 1 for several reasons, with the most notable being that there were not 
goals for some of the blocked areas. Another reason is that the group wanted to see what they 
learned as they went through scenario development. He emphasized that the goals are in a good 
place, and that unless new data becomes available, he predicts that existing goals will largely stay the 
same with the addition of goals for some blocked areas. Task Force members provided several 
comments: 

➢ One Task Force member indicated that the Snake River group should meet before the next 
Task Force meeting to discuss the blocked area goals for that region.  

➢ Michael Tehan, NOAA Fisheries, stated that there is also an opportunity to change the 
Upper Columbia River goals if new information is available. A Task Force member replied 
that data from the UCUT Phase 1 Reintroduction report was already incorporated in the 
Upper Columbia River goals and that they should not change. 

➢ One Task Force member reminded the group that there are provisional goals for the 
SCE&E considerations and that the Task Force might want to revisit those as well.  

➢ A different Task Force member asked how the group is accounting for carrying capacity in 
the consideration of revising provisional goals. Barry noted that he did not have the answer 
to that question, but a Task Force member replied that habitat improvement increases 
carrying capacity, so habitat improvement should account for that consideration.  

 
Regarding the scenarios, Barry explained that the group would create scenarios and then analyze 
them to determine if they meet the goals as well as find out what their SCE&E impacts would be. In 
terms of the governance and path forward outcome, Barry noted that the group would come up 
with broader recommendations that are either commonalities among scenarios or highlights from 
Task Force discussions.  
 
One Task Force member said it would be useful to have regional scenario groups made up of Task 
Force and Technical Team members. These groups could use the slider and their background 
knowledge to come up with a scenario for a specific stock that they would present to the full Task 
Force. The scenarios would include SCE&E considerations. Another Task Force member supported 
the idea of regional work groups for scenario development and noted that the Task Force could 
have one group that would look at all the scenarios that the regional groups create. 
 
Deb noted that it seemed like Task Force members wanted guidance for how to describe why the 
work that the Task Force is doing is helpful and meaningful. Barry emphasized that the group has 
been trying to come up with a plan to move salmon and steelhead recovery forward in the Columbia 
Basin. He emphasized that Phase 2 is about understanding what it takes to create that plan and then 
coming to agreement on what that plan should be. He stated that the group is not ready to come to 
agreement yet because there is still misunderstanding about benefits and costs of different strategies. 
He reiterated that the basin needs to do a lot of work to achieve the goals and that the Task Force 
still has a lot of opportunity for discussion ahead. 
 
One Task Force member asked if the group could come up with a list of agencies, regions, entities, 
or projects that are already doing work that is in line with the Phase 1 goals. He noted that creating a 
list like this would support those groups without the Task Force having to recommend specific 
actions. Barry replied that the idea is worthy of discussion and would be interesting to pursue. 
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Deb asked if there were any other questions or concerns. Hearing nothing, she thanked Task Force 
members for attending and reminded them to let her know if they would like to be a member of the 
governance group.  

Barry thanked Task Force members for their participation and effort. The meeting was adjourned 
around 2:45pm. 

Upcoming Meeting Dates Location 

December 3 and 4, 2019 Spokane, WA 

February 25 and 26, 2020 Boise, ID 

June 2 and 3, 2020 Portland, OR 

Meeting Materials 

The meeting materials can be found on the NOAA Fisheries CBP Task Force website here: 
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/west-coast/partners/columbia-basin-partnership-task-force 

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/west-coast/partners/columbia-basin-partnership-task-force
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Scenario Building Exercise 

Draft Transcribed Scenarios from Sticky Wall 

September 25 and 26, 2019 Meeting 

Appendix B 

Scenario 1: 
 

Group members: Jennifer Anders, David Doeringsfeld, Steve Manlow, Liza Jane McAlister, Paul Ward, 

Jennifer Lukens 

 

Name: We are all on the hook until we are all off the hook 

 

Components: 

• Social considerations 
o Need to have social buy-in 
o Understand the true value of salmon and water → we all benefit beyond fish 
o Finding (or realizing) drivers for action beyond ESA 

• Identify sources or funding strategies of money for all the actions/strategies 
o Tap into the broader populace? 

▪ Water bottle tax 
▪ Utility bill 

• Low hanging fruit 
o Habitat projects 
o Predation 

• Cultural consideration 
o Public image of where their food (salmon) comes from 

• Marketing/education 
o Understanding our collective impact 

• Incentivize collaboration and leveraging across entities (include all stakeholders) 
o Improve capacity for collaboration 
o Encourage global systems approach 

• Governance at all levels 
o County and local governments 
o Engaged and contributing 
o Recognize they have a role to play 

• Pursue innovation in: 
o Technology 
o Methodology 
o Education 
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Scenario 2: 
 

Group members: Randy Friedlander, Ben Enticknap, Jim McKenna, Brent Nichols, Joe Lukas, Michael Tehan 

 

Name: Shared Responsibility (AKA grow the pie, beach to blocked areas, “wicked salmon” TV series 

[royalties!]) 

 

Components: 

• Salmon tax – full potential 

• All H – 4 H + appropriate split 

• Basin-wide resource focused, no silos 

• Mainstem hydro, dam removal, spill 

• Leverage new Columbia River Restoration Act for matched funding with Northwest Salmon Tax 

• Dissuade and remove predators as needed. Restore balance in an artificial environment 

• Increase passage efficiency at all projects 
o No delays 
o Use new technology 

• Provide access to currently blocked areas; specifically Lake Rufus Woods 

• Shared funding model – including current obligations 

• Do basin wide management 
o From Alaska to headwaters 
o Not by state 
o Not by zone 

• Reduce mixed-stock fisheries. Emphasize terminal fisheries 

• Expand on restoration 
o Build on current success 

• Education and public outreach and landowners, user groups, etc. 

• No net loss 

• Equitable participation and funding from ALL NW residents 

• Calibrate hatchery production based on the productivity of natural production 

• Calibrate hatchery operations/production that does not impede natural recovery goals 

• Commit to adaptive management for future conditions 

• Governance 
o Need new model 
o It’s hard! 
o Use incentives (+,-) 
o Multi sovereign (with authority) 

• Continued phased approach of fish passage over Grand Coulee Dam 

• Protection of strongholds provides protection against future climate impacts 

• Phase Approach 
o Step 1) detailed proposal by June 2020 
o Step 2)……… 

• Tributary specific no net loss of habitat 

• Governance model should de-politicize the issue and focus on meeting recovery goals 
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Scenario 3: 
 

Group members: Mike Edmondson, Justin Hayes, Steve Fick, Paul Arrington, Kevin Scribner, Deb Nudelman 

 

Names:  

• Kitchen Sink Scenario 
o Multitude of components 
o Commonality is predictable next steps 

based on performance 

• Estuary Eye of the Needle Scenario Lead  

• The upside-down Christmas tree scenario or 
the Aggressive Leader Scenario (see picture) 

o If you don’t hit a benchmark, you 
enact more action and possibly take 
steps to enable additional actions to 
support the next 2, 3, or 4 
benchmarks. 

 

Components: 

• Everyone has to be part of the lift: All stakeholders are hurting and all stakeholders gain. “All have 
skin in the game” 

• Common water: more sources to offer, decide together what/how to use water to support the whole 
basin 

• Must restore fish to a wild, well-distributed/meaningful, harvestable abundance. [Well beyond 
recovery] 

• Dam breaching: From what perspective? 
o Courts, congressional, other 
o Change the way hydro affects fish 
o When and why 

• Build momentum to collaborate and coalesce around ways to do good work for fish in the region 

• Have benchmarks along the way as checkpoints to ask: is this working? If not, more actions, different 
actions, change course 

• Sustainable, distributed green energy future. Region-wide rallying around energy options to fulfill 
basin wide stakeholder interests 

• Transportation policy sector: What motivation to change over what period of time over what 
multiple pathways? 

• Approach construct:  
o Frame policy construct to achieve goals 
o Later on develop the pathways with strategies, actions, offramps 

• Strive to harmonize, equalize, attend to past harms and create change in ways that care for each 
other’s needs and concerns 

• Address impacts of climate change 

• Discovery new technologies to be nimble and adaptive to change. Incentivize. 

• Goals are 25, 50, 100 years out: Future worlds: 
o Plan for, accommodate, and innovate 

• How to account for uncontrollable, unforeseen acts/impacts 
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• Disaster relief: include recreation, subsistence and commercial fisheries and provide compensation 
for a lack of fish 

 

Other scenarios from the same group: 

 

The Aggressive Leader Scenario 

• What needs to be done on the ground to eventually have dams be gone? 

• The dams are gone at some point 
 

Hail Salmon Scenario 

• Introduce salmon into all blocked areas 
 

Whittle Away at Options  

• Whittle away at options and try – sufficient to eventually consider dam removal option 
 

Wild Fish/Hatchery Forward/ Hatchery Sweet Spot Scenario 

• +/- effect 

• Operate hatchery in a way that does not take down wild fish 

• Build a trajectory of actions 
o Optimize hatchery 
o Kill predators 
o Some spill 
o Socioeconomic considerations for next set of actions 

• Ocean rules 
 

We All Care Scenario 

• How to shift paradigm 

• Cultural considerations leading to gaols 
o Constituency 
o Policy makers 

• How to coalesce around what it means to care? 

• How to attach with other future visions 
o Climate 
o Leverage it 

• How to create momentum, buy-in for broad enough group 
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Scenario 4: 
 

Group members: Jim Yost, Walter Larrick, Marla Harrison, Scott Hauser, Mike Okoniewski, Katherine Cheney 

 

Name: Early Action, Rapid Response…and beyond! 

 

Components: 

• Reduce predation 

• Speed up bureaucratic processes 

• Improve passage at dams 

• Habitat increases and improvements and appropriate habitat type (rearing, spawning…) 

• Phase Approach 
o Short term actions 
o Research to support longer term actions 

• Streamline/coordinate governance 

• Do less controversial actions 

• Allocation of limited numbers of fish-improvements 

• Early improvements in abundance (ex: from predation improvements) resulting in greater ceremonial 
fisheries or where no fish exist.  

• Better understanding of timing of releases of hatchery stocks and timing of natural stocks 

• Improvements in life cycle understanding 

• Hatcheries efficiencies 

• Real time management of harvest 

• Flex spill: implement and monitor for several years 
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Scenario 5: 
 

Group members: Rob Masonis, Zach Penney, Guy Norman, Liz Hamilton, Brent Hall, Barry Thom 

 

Name: Max + Relax 

 

Components: 

• Major focus on high natural production potential areas 

• Secure “wins” where mid- or high-end goals are relatively achievable in near term 

• Habitat connectivity a priority to take advantage of high-quality habitat 

• “Relax” pressure for surge approach to seeding habitat 

• “Zoning” hatchery production to avoid undermining natural production 

• Define the “problem” to be solved to include fish and economic/social dimensions 

• Take advantage of synergies between the Hs 
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Scenario 6: 
 

Group members: Jess Groves, Nancy Leonard, Deb Marriott, Heath Heikilla, Tom Dresser, Patty Dornbusch 

 

Name: Seed the Habitat (increase abundance, smart hatchery, productivity) 

 

Components: 

• Governance – connect local governments with fish management agencies 

• Clean up toxic contaminants and reduce future inputs 
o Includes stormwater inputs. 

• Use hatchery to boost natural production where needed (using DNI goals) 

• Recognize and implement long-term, complex projects 

• ID, protect, create cold-water refugia 

• Cultivate support from younger members of community 

• Selective (increased) harvest/removal of surplus hatchery fish 

• Predation and predator control 

• Evaluate different flow regimes and increase out-migrating survival 

• Relocate non-marine related uses out of the flood plains 

• Maintain recent reductions in northern fisheries 

• Actions that will yield short-term measurable benefits – to sustain stakeholder interest 

• Look for innovative approaches to re-creating lost habitat 

• Look for ways to reduce individual sectors’ reliance on the river 

• Strategies are geographic dependent 

• Maximize access and use of existing habitat 

• Hydro – look for innovations in upstream/downstream passage 

• Protect and restore diverse run-timings 

• Forest restoration and benefits for water 

• Look for irrigation efficiencies 

• Identify funding sources based on incentives for conservation efficiencies 

• Increase water efficiency 
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